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Design Systems are now widely recognised in industrial world as a system for
designing digital products. Design systems have evolved in the intersection be-
tween art, technology and industry. They became quite trendy from the year
2016. Organisations have paved their pace of creation and innovation by creating
their own design systems for designing and developing every small design their
product consists of.

The main objective of the thesis is to evaluate the applicability of design system
in developing white-label services. The aim of the work also explored the oppor-
tunity to bring the novel concept of design system to a researchable topic. There
is a need to bring a common standard for defining the structure of design system.
The empirical work laying foundation for a set of guidelines and practices will
eventually take the Design system to such level that it will facilitate work for
White-Label services as well.

The findings have reflected that defining the structure of design system and pro-
viding setup to create one has not solved the issues of designers and developers
struggling with inconsistencies in user interfaces and communication gap between
design and development environment. To understand this problem deeper and
to bring solution, this thesis proposes a conceptual UX Framework from which
practitioners can advance their organisation’s work and future practices. This
framework facilitates to bring user experience and design more closer to develop-
ment process resulting in development of usable, useful and enjoyable products
and services.
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work, User Experience, User-Centred Design, Component Li-
brary
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1

“The etymology of design goes back to the latin de + signare and means
making something, distinguishing it by a sign, giving it significance, desig-
nating its relation to other things, owners, users or gods.

Based on this original meaning, one could say: design is making sense (of
things).” — Klaus Krippendorff, Design Issues, 1989

Verganti (2004).



Chapter 1

Introduction

Design Systems are now widely recognised in industrial world as a system
for designing digital products. They are more than the latest fad; a natural
evolution in the intersection between art, technology, and industry (Vesselov
and Davis, 2019). Design system became quite trendy from the year 2016.
While design systems are becoming popular in small and large businesses,
the concept existed from the 1960s (Ackoff, 1962). Organisations have paved
their pace of creation and innovation by creating their own design systems
for designing and developing every small design their product consists of
(Fanguy, 2019).

Component-based development (Suarez et al., 2017), modular software
solutions (Fanguy, 2018) and design patterns have been part of software de-
velopment process. The revolution has begun when concepts of design, User
Experience (UX), design thinking, UX design and more, gained recognition
in the digital world dramatically. Although these concepts are impacting the
software industry significantly, they are still taking time to establish their
place in large enterprises. Understanding of these concepts are still missing
the right mindset in large enterprises especially the engineering ones (Colin M
et al., 2015). The concept of UX itself covers quite complex terms and it is
quite challenging to make this fit into established practices and processes of
organisations (Colville-Hyde, 2016). Ensuring and achieving consistency in
User Experience drives companies to approach Design Systems. The User
Experience perspective helps in aligning and supporting their teams with
reusable components, guidelines and practices (Idean, 2019).

While software companies are trying to establish these concepts, another
challenge falls at the same time. Developing a large software application
involves many teams handling different units of the application. Compo-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

nent re-usability and consistent user experience becomes a daunting situa-
tion when many teams work on building a large enterprise application. In-
formation sharing, coordination and common understanding of design and
development tasks is always having communication gaps. There have been
consistent efforts in software industry to solve the issues like consistency and
re-usability until recently when top leading companies like Google (Google,
2019), Airbnb (Schleifer, 2016), IBM (IBM, 2019), published their Design
Systems.

Design systems have established more recognition in practitioner world.
They have not achieved the maturity and quality standards yet. This brings
challenges in overcoming the issues fully, as can be seen in the case study in
the thesis. The empirical research in this thesis focuses on a multinational
company with its Research and Development (R&D) centre in Finland. The
company provides many products and services getting developed on many
technologies using different platforms. The company has a centralised model
where a dedicated team is responsible for contributing to the design system
of the company with an effort to bring UX consistency throughout all its
products. Additionally, every product has its UX team as well which follows
the centralised repository of guidelines. If a new addition or change in exist-
ing design is needed then a long review process is involved. The centralised
team has established rules, guidelines and processes towards the development
of company’s design system. The development of this design system started
recently in the company. In parallel the company started development of a
white-label service in a department in Finland’s R&D centre.

This brings a unique need from industrial world perspective. The expec-
tation of developing a white-label service is to provide coherent and consistent
service for multiple customers in their brand name and requirements. Thus,
managing style assets and components to create one service customised in
customer’s requirements. The main objective of the research is how to apply
design system concept to white-label service development. Therefore, this
study first focuses on understanding design systems and practices carried
out in industries. It analyses from existing literature, how it has changed the
scenario of consistency in applications. This is followed upon by analysing
the applicability and scalability of design system to development of white-
label service. Analysis and synthesis of the literature, supplemented with
empirical data collected via an exploratory case study with a multinational
company form the basis of a conceptual framework encompassing design sys-
tem within is proposed in the thesis.



Chapter 2

Research Questions

As described above in Chapter 1, the company has central team developing
the design system and the case department in Finland is developing a white-
label service on different platform. The company asked researcher to research
upon two folds.

The first part deals with the research on analysing the applicability and
impact of the organisation’s own design system to development of a white-
labelled service. Considering the aforementioned problems of consistency in
user interface and re-usability of components and patterns, this study re-
searches about existing industry and academic knowledge of design system.
This research uses the knowledge to analyse impact of design system in de-
veloping white-label service:

Research Question 1: How can the vendor’s own design system
support the development of white-label services?

This research question covers a vast research work and thus for simplifi-
cation, the main research question has been fragmented as:

1a. What does a design system consists of?
1b. What practices and processes are included in design systems?
1c. What are the benefits of a design system for white label services?

Through research around these questions, the thesis aims to develop an
understanding on how the design system and development environment can
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work in coordination. This is needed to achieve the user interface consistency
by creating and contributing to reusable design and development assets. The
answer to 1a, 1b was found through literature review presented in Chapter 3.
The answer of 1c is comes from Chapter 5 and 6 and presented in conclusion
in Chapter 8.

The second fold of the thesis work comes from the requirement put for-
ward by case department of the company. The case department in Finland
aims at having a distributed model of component library where various teams
involved in the service development contribute in generating assets of the
systems. They aspire to provide better support to developers through their
system improving the developer experience and to bridge the gap between de-
sign and development teams. This forms the background behind the second
research question.

Research Question 2: What is the experience of developers in
using a Design System?

To provide modularity and simplification, the question is fragmented as
follows:

2a. How does a design system support developers in their work?
2b. How to collaborate between design and development practices?

Answers to second research questions are discussed in conclusions in
Chapter 8.

Thus, through academic and industrial knowledge on the basis of liter-
ature study, understanding of the state-of-the-art of design system is build.
Further work builds upon how existing knowledge of design system can be
applied to development of white-label service. During the applicability study
of design system, it is evaluated for it’s user experience to its customers, who
are developers and designers using design system to create products and
services.



Chapter 3

Review of the Literature

To describe the theoretical perspective, and to become well-informed about
the state of the knowledge of Design System in academic and practitioner’s
perspective, a range of literature was explored (Muratovski, 2016).

The literature was reviewed in areas of design culture and design thinking,
design systems and their adoption and impact on organisations. Literature
was also explored studying about the experience of the design teams in or-
ganisations adopting or developing their own design system. More literature
was studied on how the design system framework and practices fit for differ-
ent products/services, different technologies and ways of working, and finally
about the design system and white label service development.

As per the literature explored, the study will discuss briefly about impor-
tance of design (section 3.1), basic understanding on design system (section
3.2, 3.3) and how the companies got benefited using the design systems (sec-
tion 3.4). As the thesis research has two-fold perspectives, the literature
review will emphasise further on practices and processes of design system
and development environment(section 3.5). A brief look at white label ser-
vice concept is covered in section 3.6.

Because of the increasing popularity, large enterprises are investing in
their business as well as R&D area to explore creating their own design
system (Madsen, 2017). This thesis covers a similar case. The thesis work
describes the components of design system from academic as well as industry
perspective. The concept of components hold extensive review in academic
literature. Although, design system include components as one of its assets

6
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(discussed in section 3.4) but design system has not been researched academ-
ically yet to that extent. Case study of this work also reflects importance of
components in development environment.

The research work aspires to bring more solid established literature about
design systems as opposed to ever changing blogosphere and content changing
websites.

3.1 Design Culture and History of Design Sys-
tems

“Design has been practised for ages: monuments, bridges, automobiles, sub-
way systems are all end-products of design processes.” As Gibbons (2016)
continues mentioning in the article, how design has been put behind in the
business decisions and how companies have faced failures in their projects
not providing the real needs of their customers. And as can be seen from
industrial environment that consequently there is a shift in the design con-
sideration, from afterthought to priority, because of the failure corporations
have faced in meeting customers’ needs. Becoming popular with the terms
like Design thinking, User Experience Design, Service Design, HCI design,
UX and design culture is beginning to dominate in corporate environment
(Colin M et al., 2015).

McConnell (2019) gives examples of the big giants (eg. Polaris by Shopify,
Material Design by Google, Solar by Bulb) in the software world, about how
they created guidelines in their system and embedded the system in their
development culture. Group of practitioners around the globe are talking
about design, design systems and various challenges companies have had
been facing in their development environment due to lack of design think-
ing approach in their mindsets. They have emphasised how development of
their own design system solved their consistency issues, increased speed in
their work, improved their customer experience and improved their branding
(Araüjo, 2018). The development of design system is not happening only
in present because of these challenges. Rune Madsen’s said in his keynote
speech at UX Camp Copenhagen in May, 2017 (Madsen, 2017), design sys-
tem concept is not new and thousands of them have been developed over
years, NASA’s Graphics Standards Manual to Google’s Material Design. In
fact, design systems carry even deeper history.
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As said by Vesselov and Davis (2019), humans have been organising and
categorising around the world from beginning of the time. The Bauhaus and
Swiss design example from 1920s and 1950s, reflects the foundation of design
system from that time. Simplicity and functionality as priority, typography,
"form follows function" principles have been in use since those times.

Swiss designers from the 1970’s really explored these ideas, like Karl Ger-
stner who wrote the book Designing Programmes. He did not talk about
computer programs in his book but about the design system as a program
(Gerstner et al., 1964). Then introduction of CSS over internet in 1994 and
from table-based design to table-less design, then introduction of JavaScript
and fast pace changing technology, brought more needs on creation of de-
sign system. In software development, use of component libraries, pattern
libraries, reuse of code and such concepts came into use from earlier times.
But with more technology advancement, more aware customer and struggle
towards improving customer experience created chaos, which also brought
need to introduce design systems in these industries.

Having understood the importance of design and design system, there is
a need to understand what design system is. Following sections emphasise
on understanding what is a design system and what it consist of as a system.

3.2 Defining Design System

Schneider et al. (2011) mentions in his book, about how the fields which have
a settled definition are dying out of innovation and how unsettled definition
of design has given it a strength to grow. So is the case with Design Systems.
Every designer, blog, design community, company have their own definition
of design system. It is becoming a very popular term. Although, the term
existed in 60’s but the interpretation and usage has transformed dramatically
and drastically (Ackoff, 1962). These days the term is used more in software
applications’ or web applications’ design perspective.

Design System is a hype in the market as can be seen from the last few
years discussion about the topic on various famous UX blogs and websites.
The popularity of Design System and adoption of buying or creating one is
in trend as can be found from practitioner’s talks, blogs and websites. Here
are some definitions collected from various resources:
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As Fanguy (2019) says in his article "A design system is a collection
of reusable components, guided by clear standards, that can be assembled
together to build any number of applications".

Definition found in Nielsen Norman Group stated by Pernice (2019), says
today’s design system consists of Style Guide(s), Pattern library and Com-
ponent library.

Design Systems also known as ’pattern libraries’ or ’component libraries’
promote quality, consistent UX design across products; and expedite the work
of designers, developers, and anyone else working on a website, application,
or any digital design (Rohn, 2019).

As quoted by Curtis (2019) "A design system is a framework of practices
that bring designers and products together. It is a platform to identify, decide
on, and document what to share, whether a visual style, design patterns,
front-end UI components, and practices like accessibility, research, content
strategy."

As Curtis (2017a) mentions, design system is a growing field, it is impor-
tant to posit what a system is and how it fits, otherwise, its value can get
undermined due to incoherent understanding.

Formally, a system is a set of interconnected parts forming a unified whole.
In the case of design systems, this definition actually alludes to not one but
three interrelated systems, a kit of reusable and interconnected parts, a set
of cohesive, interconnected products, and a community of collaborative and
interconnected people.

The role of design with large organisations is expanding, spreading across
product teams and influencing decision-making at higher and higher levels.
This scale makes it increasingly challenging to align designers and product
teams to deliver cohesive, consistent experiences across a customer journey.

As quoted by Vitruvius and Gwilt (1826) "Consistency is found in that
work whose whole and detail are suitable to the occasion. It arises from
circumstance, custom, and nature."

Looking at various definitions and how practitioner’s have been talking
around the concept of design system, next section builds up a summarised
definition of design system and focus upon what a design system consists of.
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3.3 Anatomy of Design System

To understand the usability and benefits of a design system, it was impor-
tant in the research work to dig into the anatomy of the design system. As
described above that there have been many definitions of design system by
researchers, designers and organisations. Putting them together and extract-
ing the common, a design system consists of the following parts:

• Style guide(s)

• Pattern library

• Component library

• Branding content like tone of voice and general guidelines

• Design principles and strategy

• Usability

Emphasis on the concept of modularity by Brad Fost in his book Atmoic
Design already speaks about this breakdown of Design System (Frost, 2016).

3.3.1 Style Guide(s)

A style guide serves as a basis for development and is a collection of principles,
guidelines and conventions brought together into a single medium to define
a unified look and feel for products and services (Ohnemus, 1997).

Style Guides have existed in companies from decades, earlier in form of
paper or catalogue and very less in digital form for software development
(Gale, 1996). Style guides contains high-level details about color, typogra-
phy, iconography (Vesselov and Davis, 2019). Style guide represented as a
subclass of design system (Rutherford, 2017) or part of the design system
(Frost, 2016) (Vesselov and Davis, 2019). They provide a static documen-
tation of the visual language of the system. As Brad Frost mentions, style
guides can provide different meaning and serve different purpose as per the
requirements. They can define brand identity, writing, voice and tone, code,
design language, and user interface patterns and thus he has categorised them
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also on these basis (Frost, 2019). Though these guidelines serve different pur-
poses, they overlap and influence other sectors and for large web applications
or large brand corporate industries, combining these provide successful re-
sults (Frost, 2019). While the categorisation of style guide has come into
design industry now, the reason of defining style guides can be traced from
early software development (Gale, 1996).

For organisations which provide many applications as a single coherent
system (Gale, 1996) or for organisations like Apple, Amazon, Google, where
brand identity for different applications need to be consistent, user interfaces
need to provide a consistent look. Not only the consistency in looks is de-
manded, but users expect consistency in usage also. Following these reasons,
Apple, IBM, Microsoft have been known about their style guide definitions
from 1990s (Gale, 1996).

However, it has been observed that style guides trying to solve these
issues can also end up failing in solving these issues. It’s very often that style
guides turn into large documentation which becomes difficult to use and to
update timely. It has been observed that many times either the developers
don’t know if there is established style guide or they are not eager to read
and use one if exist. Also, as many a times, developers are not involved while
creating the style guidelines, their problems don’t get addressed. Also, how
to use the style guide and the structure of style guide impacts on whether it
will be a success for providing the right guidelines. Thus, check on usability
of style guide is an important factor to be kept into account. Another factor
to remember is the generic nature of the guidelines. If they are too generic
to cover many applications, it can be a risk that it actually doesn’t serve any.
And, if it is too strict for one application, it can become hindrance on the
creativity of designers and developers (Gale, 1996).

Thus, it can be summarised that in order to create a successful style guide
to serve the purpose, it is important to keep it user-centric. The style guides
should be developed in collaboration with developers, designers and end users
of the product or application and following the iterative user-centred design
process to keep the real users and process in.

3.3.2 Pattern Library

As Dürschmid (2016) says Re-use is one of the core principles in profes-
sional software engineering. Patterns, as the literal meaning says, provide
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regularity and organisation in doing something. This is why in software de-
velopment, pattern libraries are used by developers. This brings common
understanding and prevents redundancy of design and code, especially when
there are large number of teams or teams distributed globally. However, as
Diana MacDonald (2019) says in her book, understanding of patterns and
design systems as an industry has yet not recognised its place. It has been
observed, that pattern libraries face similar problems like style guide devel-
opment and maintenance. And similar like design systems, the definition of
Pattern Library is provided by practitioners in their own way.

"A pattern library is a collection of patterns, used to communicate and
improve design decisions" (MacDonald, 2019). Pattern libraries consists of
UI elements like dropdown menu, accordion, etc. It is also observed that
pattern library, style guide and component library are used interchangeably.
In academic viewpoint, this interchange doesn’t hold true. Many famous
practitioners and authors have also emphasised on this ambiguity if terms
interchange (Frost, 2016) (Curtis, 2017b) (Kholmatova, 2017).

As Frost (2019) also mentions about his findings on style guides in indus-
try in different context and has provided a list where patterns and code are
included.

Due to this ambiguity and interchangeable term usage, in this thesis dif-
ferentiation between pattern library and component library is considered on
contextual basis of a company. If a company differentiates between abstract
layout and code separately, then they can be treated separate and if a com-
pany wants, it can combine them in their context. The emphasis is not on
differentiation and definition but more on understanding the concept. Plac-
ing pattern library as a subclass in design system, where patterns define how
a component should work, what should be the flow or behaviour and what
could be the variations (Curtis, 2017b), and the company should provide it’s
definition and boundaries to separate it from other assets of its design sys-
tem. Thus, the main goal should be to provide guidelines about user interface
consistency and re-usability using an up-to-date pattern library which can
support a base for component library for designers and developers as per
their needs.
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,

Figure 3.1: Design system connections (Toman, 2017)

3.3.3 Component Library

The word component library can be easily understood by the game of Lego’s.
Here component library is a collection of the building blocks of the whole
building. Design system is primarily used by designers and developers. For
developers the main task is to create the required features into the running
system. But how the new feature would look like is the job of the UX
designer which he/she gets after getting the requirement from the end user.
A component library is a combination of style guidelines and UI components
that the developers can further use into the given application but keeping
the design uniformity intact (UXBootCamp, 2017) (Toman, 2017).

Component library can be a centralised repository of reusable building
blocks which can be further used by the developers to build new features
but keeping the design and style guidelines intact and consistent across the
application (Jeng and Cheng, 1993).

Component library, though, brings in a challenge. To bring reusable
building blocks integrated with code becomes programming language and
platform specific. This can be challenging to a company when they are
trying to overcome problems of inconsistencies by building their own design
system, specifically for large companies with various products created using
different technologies. This is one of the major challenge upon which the
case study work is designed around to research on.
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3.3.4 Branding Content

As every individual is unique so should be applicable for every brand. Com-
panies these days are becoming global and selling customers a wide range of
products, but they should have a unique brand. Not only range but there
are various touchpoints of the company with its end users how to maintain
a brand image which is consistent across the touchpoints can be challenging.
This is where UX designers and design system come into picture. When a
user uses a product, he/she is rather experiencing the brand behind it and
UX needs to be aligned with that to create a design system which would
depict the brand in each time a user interacts with the product.

As McConnell (2019) quotes "A design system is an established way to
collate replicable elements, patterns, tools and guidelines, to make sure any-
one designing for a brand does so consistently.”.

But these are more and more being used for the look and feel of the
application rather than putting the core and content of the brand in it. The
main purpose of design system should be to maintain the core of the brand
not just the visual effects. Looking at a conglomerate like Amazon and its
journey from a books retail brand to online shopping to media content hosting
platform. One thing that it has kept intact is the brand called Amazon.
Amazon did shift gears but didn’t drift across its journey and still managed
to keep its brand. Polaris by Shopify is a great example where design system
guidelines are most comprehensive and take care of each and every detail
when creating a new component.

"The primary goal of branding is to establish a name that is recognis-
able, symbol, design and appearance that represents the company’s unique
brand identity and their product or service" (Leppanen, 2018). Social me-
dia, mobile apps, digital advertising and email newsletters are all examples
of digital methods that help the brands to strive for more a wholesome brand
experience (Tan, 2016). A sustainable digital brand management strategy is
mainly focused on social media, web content and mobile apps to leverage
the brand awareness, interact with customers and to guide the market reach
(Templafy, 2018). As per Wheeler (2012) "Branding is a disciplined process
used to build awareness and extend customer loyalty."
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3.3.5 Design Principles and Strategy

Design principles can be called as the basic guidelines or rules to be used by
the designers when designing any application, mobile app or any other piece
of software which would be used by the end user. End user here can be a
direct customer, a CSR or another system.

Design principles are widely applicable laws, guidelines, biases and design
considerations which designers apply with discretion (Interaction-Design,
2019). Additionally, design principles are fundamental pieces of advice to
make easy-to-use, pleasurable designs by applying them when selecting, cre-
ating and organising elements and features.

Raid (2019) presented 7 types of design principles.

• Emphasis – This basically means when designing something, it can be
a website or a mobile app, the first thing to emphasis is the brand. One
brand can have various line of business but it is the responsibility of the
UX designer to make sure brand stands out, irrespective of the product.

• Balance and Alignment – Each font, colour and alignment used can cre-
ate an impact, so alignment is another key principle of design. Design
if symmetrical creates a balanced product for end users.

• Contrast – Contrast is something that makes a design stand out. It
can make a regular design extraordinary, so it is another key design
principal.

• Repetition – If you could limit repetition and re-work and create design
with reusable components then it brings great value for the end user.

• Proportion – Proportion is difference of size of an element in compari-
son of other and the whole application. This enhances the look and feel
of the application.

• Movement – One application/website can have multiple information to
share. How user moves from first information to second to third and
so on is the work of designer to design it in a way and give the user a
flow of information not just throwing balls and leave it on user to catch
which ever he/she wants.

• White space – This is the empty screen on the website which also plays
an important part when explaining the whole screen.
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Figure 3.2: The strategic User Experience Maturity Model, Kreitzberg 2015

Along with these there are various industry specific UX design principles
but those can be considered as the sub-set of these. More and more people
are talking these days about UX and how it can help business and thus
creating a strategy about UX. Kreitzberg (2015) says that there are two
distinct concepts, UX Strategy and Strategic UX. UX strategy means the
strategy the company wants to use to introduce or use UX into their current
products and ways of working and business strategy. On the other hand
Strategic UX would mean how the company would use design to define and
drive its business strategy.

There have been various steps or models introduced to see how companies
are evolving and accepting UX as their core value. This shows the phases
from which companies go from UX Aware to a stage where UX becomes a
part of culture of the company.
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An organisation’s ability to benefit from UX depends on how they sur-
vive this transformation from UX unaware to an organisation which has UX
culture in its roots (Kreitzberg, 2015).

3.4 Benefits and Challenges of Design System

Design Systems of few top leading companies were studied to understand the
rising culture in companies of building their own design system. Brightscout,
a design and development company in Austin, surveyed the design system
of the leading company in digital world and provided a list of benefits these
companies have gained in their work.

The table in the figure 3.3 below provides a summary of the design systems
of these companies along with their benefits (Jesswalrack, 2018).

When so many departments are involved in day to day production of
content, it’s really challenging to make sure that everyone conform to the
same design patterns. A design system can provide a central set of guidelines
that everyone can look at and apply (Madsen, 2017).

3.4.1 Benefits of using a Design System

From the survey by Brightscout (Jesswalrack, 2018), reading about design
systems by companies like Google, Shopify, IBM, Atlassian, Salesforce, etc.,
and after reading literature of practitioner’s, benefits of using design systems
was collected which are listed below.

• Consistency across platforms.

• Free from waterfall processes of design team to development team prac-
tice. With design system it is like a continuous, interactive process of
creating patterns and components.

• As it brings re-usability; designers get more time to work on new fea-
tures rather than doing again and again for different pages and appli-
cations.
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Figure 3.3: Features and Benefits of Design System of Leading companies

Design 

System 

Company Features Benefits 

ADG  Atlassian • Design patterns 

• Code components 

• Library of UI 

assets 

• Colorful and 

informative 

• Easy to 

understand 

• Increased efficiency 

• Work scaling across 

multiple products 

• Design consistency 

• Well-designed, well-

defined 

documentation 

Material Google • Visual language 

for users 

• Basic design 

principles 

• Tools and 

resources to 

create unified UI 

• Unify user 

experience across all 

devices and 

platforms 

• An open platform 

with tools and 

resources for 

developers and 

designers to create 

UIs 

Polaris Shopify • In-depth sections 

of colors. 

• Product is 

practical, 

presented well 

and provides 

logic that 

supports each 

choice.  

• Design system 

serves as a fixed 

point that orients 

how all work is 

done. 

• Increase in 

consistency and 

efficiency in design.  

• Design blocks are 

more purposeful, 

consistent, reliable 

and clear. 

 

IBM 

Design 

Language 

IBM • Modernize and 

unify offerings 

• Flexibility for 

product teams 

• IBM engineers and 

designers work faster 

• Unified UI 

• Customized 

experiences for 

customers within line 

limits of branding 

The 

Foundation 

Airbnb • Company’s style 

guide has loosely 

defined colors, 

icons and 

spacing.  

• Each defined 

component has a 

personality and 

function. They 

• With design system 

in place Airbnb can 

speed up 

development. 

• Engineers can focus 

on feature logic not 

code. 
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• Consistent interaction patterns, standardisation of interfaces improves
teams as well as customer’s experience, brand awareness rises and so
the product values increases.

• Re-usability of components also increase developer’s efficiency and re-
duce code redundancy.

• Design system provide modularity, abstraction and high cohesion.

• Design systems increase collaboration and knowledge sharing.

• Design systems brings benefits to marketing teams also, they can pro-
mote about cohesiveness, time and code efficiency and maintenance of
that project. Does boosting about their quick implementation of the
new features.Madsen (2017)

• Design system provides good service and support as they bring well
documented.

• Design system improve team communication.

3.4.2 Challenges of a design system

Though, design system provide so many benefits to the digital world to man-
age the work, there is a critique side too. The design system solve many
problems but not that efficiently as needed. Also, the way design systems
are implemented and used also brings challenges. Design systems constraints
creativity. Following defined patterns and styling can bring monotonous
shape to work and can affect designers and developers in being innovative
and creative. Design process iterations for improvement gets stuck.

To bring order and to simplify the product design process, sometimes
design system can result into terrible consequences where the benefits of the
design system end up for only for designers and developers, not for the end
user of the applications created by using that design system. Design system
must bring consistency and coherence, but platform differences must be kept
in mind. Mobile and web are not the same when it comes to user experience
and so does the design system should be. Design system should be consistent,
coherent but not a twin, rather consistent. Design system does not talk about
processes and tools much. It should not only be about to bring in consistency
but also about how to bring in consistency. Make design system an integral
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part of the workflow. Over categorisation can be bad. Every project needs to
make its own design based on the users of the product. Design system should
be in the state to change easily over time to accommodate user requirement
changes, technology changes and product uniqueness.

Design guidelines and usability guidelines or any type of guidelines miss-
ing the UX and UCD knowledge turns into read only document for develop-
ers while implementing the design or per say the requirement of the product
(Henninger, 1997). The style guidelines are usually platform-specific or tech-
nology specific (Henninger, 1997). This imposes challenges on organisation
to define unified guidelines to ease the implementation for developers and
provide consistency across applications for their customers. The case study
falls under similar situation with an additional challenge of providing a white
label service and different development framework and environment.

3.5 Design vs. Development: Practices & Pro-
cesses

Software development practices and processes is in general a process defining
the software development work into phases. It does not have a strict defi-
nition, rather it depends from company to company on how they channelise
their software development cycle.

On a high level we could divide software development process into five
phases: Requirement Gathering, Designing, Development,Testing and Main-
tenance. There are various software development frameworks and their prac-
tices available like Agile, Scrum, traditional waterfall model, Kanban etc. to
do software development. All have their pros and cons and it totally depends
on the company which one to use during their software development process.

Few popular software development practices known are test-first program-
ming (Test-Driven Development), rigorous and regular refactoring, contin-
uous integration, simple design, pair programming, sharing the code base
between all or most programmers, a single coding standard to which all pro-
grammers adhere, a common "war-room" style work area (CollabNet, 2019).
Waterfall used to be one of the most widely used and traditional software de-
velopment process but now companies are rapidly drifting or moving to new
set or processes and practices stated above. Agile, Lean, Design thinking,
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User Experience are the new methodologies and concepts that companies are
accepting.

UX design is a relatively new and popular term these days. Since major-
ity of companies are currently under a transition or doing a transformation to
incorporate UX strategy in their current ways of working so there is no sin-
gle list of UX design processes or practices. Though, Pines (2018) highlights
some practices for UX design. Design should concentrate on user experience.
User wants clarity and simplicity in applications. As there is so much con-
tent currently available, users get opportunity to switch easily if they feel
complexity. Common design elements vs creativity is another factor to keep
in mind. Gone is the time when every website used to be unique and should
follow their design strategy. User these days don’t have time to learn, explore
or understand a new thing. e.g. login option is mostly at top right corner in
most of the cases because that is where user expects it to be in most of the
cases. UX designers are expected to be creative but the designs that they
make can’t be complex. Know your audience is another key aspect of popu-
larity. Visual Hierarchy is another important practice to bring in, not only
about how thing should look but how they should be placed in an order that
user looks at the one which needs to be handled first. Online travel booking
websites are an example where this is important. User Experience qualities
like usefulness, usability, desirability, find-ability, accessibility, credibility are
very important. Websites are scanned not read, implying that when users
go to a website, they take few seconds to scan them and if found interesting
they read the actual content. UX plays a key role in this.

Thus, practices are important in both disciplines and if aligned can bring
benefits in design and development process.

3.6 White Label Products and Services

The research work in this thesis has it’s why, what, how coming from the
development of white labelled service concept. The case department where
the author did the study develops a white labelled service. The biggest
challenge came up from the company when they ask this case department
to apply and follow their design system for their service development. This
is where the whole research on design system, evaluation of design system
on existing work and further research work came on the front stage. The
company’s design system is a developing system which is supporting company
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branded products and services.

Before delving into the case further it is prudent to define what is meant
by white label service. White Label products are any product that is man-
ufactured by one company and sold by another company that puts its own
brand and model number on the product (Techopedia, 2019).

White labelling occurs when the manufacturer of an item uses the brand-
ing requested by the purchaser, or marketer, instead of its own. The end
product appears as though it has been produced by the purchaser. White
label in form of services is also a very known form. For example, bank pro-
viding credit card services but not having in-house ownership (Investopedia,
2019).

The key principal of white labelled service is to create a generic solution.
Customers these days are not looking for specialised content. They are look-
ing for a generic content and which can be customised or re-branded and
which is easy to use (Smith, 2019).

Salesforce is a classic example for this (Salesforce, 2019b). Salesforce is a
generic CRM or opportunity life cycle management system which is used from
across LOBs. Finances, telco, real estate, banking, service industry, Airlines
etc. Salesforce is everywhere. It offers various plug-in and use white labelled
services which can be configured and used. Its apps can even be configured
within the organisation for individual departments and tailor made as per
the requirement. Advertising and Social media are more examples which can
benefit a lot with white labelled services. E.g. advertisements for Telco’s,
Airlines service providers can be quite similar so templates can be re-used.



Chapter 4

Research Process and Methods

The thesis work was carried out at the premises of R&D centre of a multina-
tional networking and telecommunications company. The research work done
in the thesis is empirical in nature. The research started with understanding
the department, the researcher was given position in. As discussed earlier
(in Section 1, Introduction), the company laid out the perspective of under-
standing and analysing the holistic approach to apply central design system
to the case department (white-label service project) covered in thesis. The
concepts covered in the research work includes terms which could have a lot
written about them in their own rights. The scope of thesis and time have
considered to limit the boundaries and not dive deep into the Pandora box.
Thus, the process followed had careful planning about scope.

4.1 Research process

The thesis follows the empirical research process (Jenkins, 1999) (Sari, 2019):

• Idea: The idea part covers two aspects. The first was the need of the
company to analyse applicability of the central design system to case
department. Second part of idea came when the analysis of the first
part brought in new light towards improving the current state of the
project from practices and processes perspective. The motive was to
find ways to benefit the case department as well as provide takeaways
to central UX team.

23
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• Literature Review: As described in chapter 3, thorough study of
already existing knowledge was done to avoid state of reinventing the
wheel, but providing further academic contribution in the field.

• Research subject and questions: Based on the needs of the indus-
try, research questions were formed and thesis work was done around
them (Chapter 2). Personal observation and opinions are kept away
while forming the research questions.

• Selecting research strategy and method: The research strategy
followed here was a mixed methods approach. It combines mainly qual-
itative research (Section 4.3), with touches of quantitative research
(Section 4.3) perspective influenced by constructive / design science
research approach (Section 4.2).

• Research planning: Research planning was iterative in nature. It
involved user study, system study, data gathering, data analysis and
creating the solution concept.

• Gathering Data: Data gathering was done with a mixed combi-
nation of methods. The methods were interviews, survey, observing
(participant-observing), document/archival analysis (described below
in detail in section 4.3). Data gathering was done in real environment
and thus flexibility in combining different methods was used. The re-
searcher was not only an outside observer but also participated in ac-
tion.

• Analysing data: This research includes mainly qualitative data anal-
ysis. The tool ATLAS.ti and affinity diagram technique was used for
analysing interview transcripts. Details of technique are discussed in
Research Methods and Research Implementation section and data anal-
ysis is presented in chapter 5.

• Reporting results: Efforts were made by the researcher to report
results based on facts, evidences from the collected data avoiding bias
based on opinions. Results are discussed in chapter 5 and 8.

Further in this chapter the methodology used in this study is introduced
and its application is detailed in stages.
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4.2 Design Science Research Methodology

Design Science Research (DSR), also known as Constructive Research, is
a methodological approach concerned with devising artifacts that serve hu-
man purposes (Dresch et al., 2015). The research work revolves around the
concept of design system and improving the processes and practices of the
case department. Still, the study in the thesis resembles quite closely to the
framework Hevner have examined in his paper (Hevner et al., 2004). Figure
4.1 is the framework referred to for the study. The authors in the paper
used it mainly to refer to Information Systems but this case falls under sim-
ilar environment. Hevner also defines Design science as a research paradigm
where understanding and knowledge of a problem, its context, and its solu-
tion is accumulated in the design and application of an artifact. Thus, using
the knowledge and reference of the Hevner’s framework and design science
research methodology, the thesis work was carried on.

The objective of the case company is to develop an internal system which
guides the development environment. The factors which affect this research
has organisational relevance to be considered. And as this is a thesis re-
search, academic literature is reviewed, and author’s knowledge is taken as a
base while creating the artifacts. As Hevner talks about evaluation of a new
artifact in a given organisational context affords the opportunity to apply
empirical and qualitative methods. The empirical study includes a qualita-
tive analysis spread over two areas: company’s User Experience team and
needs of developers divided into nine teams in case department. The purpose
of the case department is to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the
department’s work and to solve problems faced by developers with current
component library. Thus, in first fold of thesis, the applicability of the design
system is analysed and in second fold new artifacts were created using the
found knowledge as well as base knowledge.

The purpose of this research is also to bring perspective scientific contri-
bution to the field of Design Systems.
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Figure 4.1: Information Systems Research Framework. (Hevner et al., 2004,
Fig. 2, p.80).
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4.3 Research Methods

This section describes important methods used in the thesis work, elaborating
on why these methods are appropriate for this study.

4.3.1 Interviews

According to Badiu (2017), a quantitative study gives an idea only about
how much and how many. To understand the why and to touch the human
perception, it is important to take a qualitative approach as well. This is why
mainly qualitative approach was followed in research work. And interviews
are among very common methods of collecting data in qualitative research.

Interviews designed in the thesis work were semi-structured, with the idea
of addressing dimension of the study as well as to provide flexibility to the
interviewee to offer new meaning to the research study. Semi-structured in-
terviews provide a space for the interviewer to explore the lived experiences
as narrated in the interviews which may get unnoticed otherwise. Thus, pro-
viding more evidences for the contextual influences (Galletta and Jr, 2013).
The interview questions are presented in Appendices A, B and C. Interview
insights are discussed in section 5.3.1

4.3.2 Survey

While the researcher decided to take interviews during the thesis as method
for collecting data, the lead designer suggested to conduct a survey. The rea-
son for choosing to conduct a survey to get an overall understanding of large
number of developers regarding UX and tasks related to UX team. The lead
designer suggested to use the insights from survey also as the survey asked
about expectations and it covered larger sample of developers than sample
chosen for interviews. To get perspective from this way also, the researcher
has used the results of the survey which was conducted with support of lead
designer. Survey results are discussed in section 5.3.2.
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4.3.3 Participatory Observation

To get first-hand experience of the tasks and to understand the people in
the environment better, the researcher chose this technique (Ross, 2014).
The researcher worked in the environment to get real-time experience of
the UX library as a developer creating front-end assets for other developers.
Also, researcher interacted with other developers and observed their work and
tried to understand their domain too. The advantage of using this technique
helps to learn in greater details about the environment to be able to perform
tasks. As a participant, the researcher got a chance to understand group
members better. This provided an opportunity to spend more time and
observe them in varied situations to get more insights. This made others also
more comfortable rather than being uncomfortable about getting observed
all the time (Ross, 2014). This also provided researcher better opportunity
to design and implement the solution meeting more needs.

4.3.4 Qualitative Analysis

Qualitative analysis primarily deals with texts, discussions, interviews or
broadly to say what people quote. It is analysing the input that has been
received from people and their experiences and come up with results from it.
Qualitative analysis aims to increase the overall understanding of the quality,
characteristics and meanings of the researched object or topic (Jyvaskylan-
Yliopista, 2010). Qualitative studies can be directed by a conceptual frame-
work, suggesting, in part, a deductive thrust, or driven more by the data
itself, suggesting an inductive process. Generic or basic qualitative research
refers to an approach in which researchers are simply interested in solving a
problem, effecting a change, or identifying relevant themes rather than at-
tempting to position their work in a particular epistemological or ontological
paradigm. (Mihas, 2019)

Based on the data collected from interviews, data analysis was carried
out. First, the interviews transcripts were written carefully. Following the
methods of coding and affinity diagrams (Holtzblatt et al., 2005), findings
were recorded and analysed for further work. ATLAS.ti is a qualitative re-
search tool that can be used for coding and analysing transcripts and field
notes, building literature reviews, creating network diagrams and data visu-
alisations (NYU, 2019). Affinity diagram techniques was also touched upon
to analyse survey results.
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4.4 Research Implementation

The research work has two folds. To analyse the applicability of company’s
design system to the case department’s project (white labelled service), re-
searcher made an understanding of company’s design system and studied the
case department’s project in detail. The second fold deals with the aim of
making the current component library to support the developers enhancing
their work experience. Thus, using Hevner’s framework and design science re-
search methodology, researcher implemented the work in stages as described
below.

4.4.1 Stage 1: Understanding the problem

The first goal of the thesis was to understand the applicability of case com-
pany’s design system to a service developed by one of the departments of the
company. The service is a white-label service comprising many customers.
The research work started by understanding the department’s work. Fur-
ther investigation was done on learning about the company’s design system
which represents central model of DS and UX. Then comparison and analy-
sis of the case was done to evaluate the applicability. Researcher dived into
academic and practitioner’s literature to understand the concept of design
system (Chapter 3) and learning how other companies are using it. This
helped the researcher to understand and analyse the concept from various
perspectives.

4.4.2 Stage 2: Group meetings and company’s internal
UX conference

In this stage the analysis and comparison of the centralised design system
of the company and departments library of development was done. Group
meetings were done between central team and department’s team who is re-
sponsible for UX decisions and frontend of the service and internally between
the case department. There was a huge impact on the decision making and
results of the discussion after the meeting and UX conference of the company.
The results have been discussed in Chapter 5, which led the researcher to
move to Stage 3.
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4.4.3 Stage 3: Interviews and Survey

Further work of thesis continued creating a prototype to cover the limitation
of the results found in stages 1 and 2, of the thesis (comprising Stage 1 and 2).
As the branding capability and development environment mismatch limits
the applicability of design system, a prototype work was proposed and later
implemented through actual work. To reach to prototype level, customer
journey was created by understanding the customers who are developers and
designers in this research. Considering the large number of teams involved
in the study required an understanding of the overall scenario. Thus, this
empirical study combined various methods. The researcher combined in-
trospection, learning by doing as well as observation in the initial phase to
study the environment. The study continued with survey and interviews
to get a big picture as well as individual opinions for deeper understanding
and wider context. The stakeholders involved in designing and developing a
white labelled service comes with different skills background and knowledge.
So, there are different mindsets and needs. Keeping these aspects into con-
sideration, the participants selected for the interviews were developers and
designers from different teams handling different requirements of the service
development.

Initial questions were created by the researcher (presented in Appendices
A,B,C) but flexibility in questions and use of extra questions was kept for
deep understanding. The goal was to understand the point of view of the
interviewee as motive of the interviews was to understand the developer’s
experience in using design system.

The teams were informed about the thesis work and reason for participa-
tion of the researcher from that perspective. Advance permission was taken
from interviewees for recording the interview and quoting their words in the
thesis in form of phrases. To keep company’s and employees’ privacy safe and
secure, names have been kept anonymous in the results. Each participant is
with label “User” followed by number (e.g. User1, User2 and so on). The
work background of the interview participants is mentioned to provide better
context.

The interviews were audio recorded and then documented as transcripts.
Then the documents were read carefully and important words and phrases
were picked. Based on the phrases, findings were recorded using affinity
diagram technique as well as ATLAS.ti qualitative analysis tool.
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Table 4.1: Interview Participants Description

S. No. Participant Work Background
1 User 1 Full Stack Developer
2 User 2 Back-end Developer
3 User 3 Back-end Developer
4 User 4 Full Stack Developer
5 User 5 Design Lead
6 User 6 Designer

Survey questions are presented in Appendix D. Survey results are pre-
sented in Appendix E. Analysis of results is discussed in next chapter.

4.4.4 Stage 4: Solution Design and Development

The needs were identified after analysing data. This led to redesign of the
current application’s frontend support in form of a microservice. The re-
searcher created a prototype of it with the help of the design leader in the
UX team. The discovery of the needs led the researcher to development of
the conceptual UX Framework presented in Chapter 6. Implementation of
prototype was done as part of researcher’s work role. Implementation of the
solution resulted in quite big scope of work which researcher will continue
as part of work. Evaluation, iteration and further development of the con-
ceptual UX framework is kept out of thesis scope because of the time limit
considering the size of work and thus, is described as future work.



Chapter 5

Results and Analysis

The result of the thesis work is extracted from the ethnographic observa-
tion, interviews, participation in work and conducting survey. The hybrid
combination of research methods provided insights from various perspective
(CIRT and GCU, 2019). The methods have already been described in detail
in Chapter 4. The results and analysis follow the same pattern as the stages
discussed in Chapter 4 in Section 4.3.

To understand the results comprehensively, description about the com-
pany’s central design system is provided in Section 5.1. Group meetings and
their results are presented in 5.2.1. The findings about the applicability of
central design system to white labelled service is presented in section 5.2.2.
The qualitative data and insights gained from interviews and observation let
to further assessment and development work in the research as explained in
Section 5.3.1. The results of the survey are presented in 5.3.2. And finally,
the results of the design and development phase are presented in section 5.4.

5.1 Stage 1: Company’s Design System

The company carries a brand strategy from ages. There have always been ef-
forts for providing good brand experience to their customers. The company’s
biggest effort came into effect after few years of work-time investment pro-
ducing the new revision of brand which came along with the establishment
of their design system released in December 2017. The company’s design

32
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system aims to provide guidance, assets and framework to their developers
and designers to bring coherency and alignment in its brand.

There is a central team of 20-30 persons in their headquarters who is
responsible for their brand strategy, UX design and strategy in coordination
with their teams spread globally in respective units. The central UX team
provides the company a platform which constitutes:

• continuous design and code release

• versioning of the design system to keep track

• change log and snapshots

• testing

• UX GPRs

• Data Visualisation

The content of their design system includes tone of voice, brand guide-
lines, design principles, etc. The design system also provides visual hierar-
chy, themes and colours, icons and layouts, design assets, etc.The system has
repository with code snippets in various technologies, SDK, tutorials, com-
ponents, patterns, assets, with very well-defined documentation and a team
to support the designers and developers in globally established units of the
company. The central team is responsible for brand content and User Expe-
rience design. The team makes progressive efforts to improve and advance
the design system in various technologies and to meet requirements for the
global projects of the company.

The first fold of the thesis research is about the case department and com-
pany’s design system. Design system of this company supports development
of the products which are either internal applications or applications offered
to customers branded in name of the company. The twist in the research
was to analyse the applicability of the design system to the service which is
customer branded. Subsequent sections present findings on this matter.
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5.2 Stage 2: Group Discussion

5.2.1 First Group Discussion

A group meeting with central UX team was requested by the author of the
thesis. The author was accompanied in the meeting by case department’s
UX architect and design lead. Group discussion was held in Headquarters
where company’s Head team dealing with Branding, Design System and User
experience experts is established. The thesis worker was allowed to take
manual notes and analyse them to produce conclusion and findings.

The agenda of the meeting was to have a walkthrough of the current
design system and understand the reasoning of the central team that why
they want the department to apply the current design system. Another
purpose of the meeting was to present the needs the case department has for
their white-label service development.

Before the meeting was planned, the researcher already went through the
design system from company’s internal network. The researcher also studied
the department’s project by participating as an observer as well as doer. This
pre study created a set of factors of comparison which were also discussed in
the meeting. The factors are discussed in section 5.2.3 in detail along with
findings around them.

The reason of the company to ask the department was to bring consistency
of the white label service near to the rest of the offerings of the company.
Also, the central team wanted the department to use guidelines on developing
components from the design system and follow the processes and practices
of the design system as much as possible. The recording of the meeting was
not permissible but from the notes of the meeting the researcher can say that
the central team did not analyse white-label service approach to a feasible
level and this is why challenges and shortcomings were found in the design
system as discussed in 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Second group discussion: with case department

On the basis of findings from central UX team of the company, another group
meeting was requested by the author. This meeting was with selected mem-
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bers from various teams of the case department in the company which was
studied in the thesis. The members of the group included Design Lead, Por-
tal Architect, System Architect, two back end developers and three full stack
developers. The findings from the central team were discussed to analyse if
the company’s central design system is applicable for the case department
producing white label service. The researcher presented the current state of
the design system to the members of the meeting and asked question about
effort estimation on development if they need to apply a new framework
with new assets. In meeting discussion it came up that the components are
available only for development environment using JavaScript and React. The
moment the development framework changes, the component availability be-
comes challenging.

Furthermore, the department consists of its own component library devel-
oped on a Java based third-party framework used specifically for developing
this service. The reason for choosing this technology and framework was
figured out diving into the history of the product. This application was
migrated from its earlier version to the current version. The programming
language was Java and competency available in the company was mainly
on Java. Considering the resource and cost efficiency, this technology and
framework was chosen. Another important reason to consider is that, when
this framework was chosen, company’s design system was not available in
this shape. The framework also provides an advantage, being an open-source
framework for developing web applications, it also constitutes user interface
components and tools to easily create and maintain user interfaces. Thus,
different choice of framework brought the technology gap challenge to use
the existing design system of the company. Also, initially, as the design sys-
tem was also in very initial stage when the white-labelled project started,
applicability was not considered in earlier stages. Later, it became difficult
for the company to cover the gap not only from technology and framework
perspective. Thus this discussion also brought in more insights.

The collective results of meetings and discussions are presented below.

5.2.3 Company’s Design System vs. White Label Ser-
vice Development

Certain important factors were measured to find out the applicability and
usability of central design system on case department’s white labelled service
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development. These factors came up when the UX lead and UX architect did
knowledge sharing with researcher about some important points of their ap-
plication. Researcher created these factors when studying company’s design
system and white-label service and was trying to find if these requirements
of white-label services get fulfilled or not. These factors were used to make
a comparison between company’s design system and white-label service ap-
plication which is presented below.

• Development Framework: The company’s design system provides
development frameworks which are different from white-label service.
The white-label service is developed in Java-based framework. This
creates a difference in components, patterns and styling assets. Thus,
if the company wants the department to follow their framework then
they need to create a new library of components, patters, and all styling
assets. The department need to start the development from scratch.
Thus, framework dependency is the first shortcoming found in com-
pany’s design system. The design system of the company and the
project of the case department mismatch in terms of programming
language and development platforms. Redesigning of the application
developed in case department would require efforts at both ends.

• Branding: Company’s branding content is for products and services
which are offered in company’s name. Whereas the case department
offers multiple customers’ branding content. Thus the central team
has to define and develop design system guidelines and assets for white
labelled services.

• Multi-lingual support: Current frameworks of the design system
does not provide support for developing a service in multiple lan-
guages. But the framework used in case department provides this fea-
ture. Multi-lingual support is one of USPs of the case department’s
service. This mismatch will bring large amount of effort and risk for
the white-label service to try new frameworks for the same features.

• Effort for Transformation: When the knowledge was shared with
portal architects and developers and they were asked for the estimation
of effort, then after their evaluation, it was found that huge amount of
effort is required from both ends if the case department has to follow
new guidelines and assets. They estimated time effort of approximately
2 years. Also, end users will be impacted as new requirements would
be out to freeze during the transformation.
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• Business Impact: The company will need to invest without any re-
turn of investment for developing new assets of the white-label service.
The department either need to freeze new requirements or invest in
bringing new resources for transformation. This would need in both
case drop in terms of revenue. The new look and feel of the service due
to new assets might also result in losing existing customers.

Thus, it was found that applicability of current state of design system is
not feasible due to negative cost efficiency. Also, developers need to learn
new skill-set to work as per company’s design system platform which will
affect their efficiency and the meeting sessions also reflected dissatisfaction
to this approach, thus bringing in bad user experience of employees using the
system.

Considering the analysis and as well as other organisation factors, the
company decided to put a hold on the decision and let the department con-
tinue their own work.

5.3 Stage 3: Assessment and Further Work

As mentioned in the previous section, applicability of the design system
proved not to be a cost and resource effective feasible solution for the case
department of the company studied in thesis. Therefore, the current state
of the department was studied in further detail. The current framework was
used in practical work. The documentation about development of the library
which was providing the styling and development guidelines was read. The
assets for the application development were used. This study included de-
velopment supported by interviews, user survey and participation research.
The UX team (as they called it in the company), especially the UX archi-
tect and the Design Lead, handling the UX part of the service stated that
development of the library for the service envisioned:

• bringing best possible usability of the service platform,

• unified look and feel and,

• helping developers in their daily work by providing reusable front-end
components for their further development of the pages connecting the
back-end
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The researcher got involved in daily work to understand the work environ-
ment more effectively. As per the research process and planning (as described
in Chapter 4), interviews were conducted.

5.3.1 Interview Insights

Based on the data collected from interviews, data analysis was carried out.
First, the interviews transcripts were written carefully. Then transcript cod-
ing was done. Following the methods of coding and affinity diagrams, some
evident answers led to identifying the challenges of the current system. Also,
the interviews led to discovery of missing links and gaps in the processes
and practices followed in the case department. The knowledge gap about
UX and distance between design and development teams got reflected from
the analysis of interviews. Quotations and analysis presented in this section
provides base for the findings.

As seen in the review of literature, it has been mentioned that design
is not prioritised or has been put behind business decisions. This is not
only case with design in software industry but overall UX is also not yet
a bottleneck as can be seen from the statements by the interviewees. The
following quotations from interviewees provide the base for the findings:

“Maturity of design is not very high so it takes some effort to get people
to understand what you are trying to do” as said by the designer interviewee.
“they understand the importance of a well-defined portal and user feedback but
probably don’t understand the importance of service journey.” as said quoted
by the designer interviewee.

And developer also agrees on same - "I think UX design is not considered
important, mostly things should work, may be if alignment is not as expected.
Design is important and we should use it more. Design is important, but
coding is fun. Design needs more planning."

It was also found that not only the importance of design and User Expe-
rience is low, the knowledge and understanding is also facing challenge. The
right mindset and thinking about the topic is not found. As the back-end
developer quoted in interview: "I think UX is just a name and it is repre-
senting some new marketing stuff". Another back-end developer also speaks
on similar track: "I would say sometimes how things look or feel is not that
important. I think if things work, it does not always have to be user friendly
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or smooth."

Thorough analysis of these interview scripts was done using ATLAS.ti tool
by creating code themes as presented in Figure 5.1. It shows the code groups
which were formed where above mentioned quotations were categorised and
grouped. Figure 5.2 show about the quotations which were related to how
designers and developers visioned about the UX library which was a library
having collection of components and styling used in the project with backend
logic attached to them. Figure 5.3 shows about the quotations which were
grouped in UX knowledge code analysing the state of knowledge people carry
in case department related to UX, design and design system. These are
few examples presented here. In this way, researcher took help of coding
technique and reached to findings listed below which reflects issues the case
department is facing while developing the white-label service.

• The vision of UX, terminology and language of UX team needs mapping
to developers terminology and practices.

• There is communication gap between developers, UX team, Product
Owners about defining their work.

As said by one of the developers related to this "I think overall picture
that we do is not clear enough for our POs and so it is not clear enough
for UX lead also. It is because seems like customer doesn’t know what
he wants, and POs don’t know what the plan is. I think much of it will
be solved once we have more people interacting with the customer and
then with the UX team.

• Very less resources in UX team to support the development work

"Well currently we have few or only two UX people in the project and
version 1 has been done already. If there are more people, we will use it
more." As the design and UX Lead also expressed "I don’t have many
people here"

• Lack of knowledge in company about UX, design as a discipline and
design system as seen from above quotation

• Developers and designers not in contact with end customers during
requirement phase

• UX struggled initially to reach to customers
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Figure 5.1: Code Groups
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Figure 5.2: Top 10 Quotations UX Library Vision

Figure 5.3: Top Eight Quotations of UX Knowledge
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• Knowledge sharing, communication, documentation are problems found
very common

• UX team need to follow agile ways and tools like Jira to align with
developers in their ways of working

The analysis brought these issues in picture. Researcher was not supposed
to solve each issue but to bring an overall solution where any company facing
such issues could follow some way to solve these. Thus, along with the work
described in next stage, researcher in parallel worked on creating a conceptual
framework, which is presented in chapter 6.

The analysis also made researcher realise that these finding need further
work by selecting samples of people for more interviews. Researcher also
needed to iterate in the work, but due to time limitation, initial solution is
presented based on this data. Limitations of the work realised during analysis
and further work are presented in Discussion in Chapter 7.

Though, researcher realised that selecting more people to form better
samples for more interviews couldn’t be done in this state, but to get overall
picture, survey results were analysed, as presented next.

5.3.2 Survey Insights

The case department’s UX team conducted a survey to understand expec-
tations people in department have from UX team. The researcher used the
survey results with consent of UX team to analyse the case from quanti-
tative perspective. The survey included three questions. The first question
provided multiple choice selection with free text writing also. The second and
third questions had free writing textbox. The questions asked about under-
standing of the case department over UX teams responsibilities, expectations
from UX team and support from UX team. 39 responses were collected from
the survey which was sent to 350 recipients. The survey question and results
are presented in Appendices D and E respectively.

The answer to first question reflects that as the umbrella of UX concept
covers vast amounts of topics, so does the responsibilities of UX team in this
company. And the people to handle such huge amount of work is very less
compared to number of teams they are supporting. Researcher analysed the
answers to survey question 2 by collecting answers and grouping them like
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Figure 5.4: Survey Affinity Diagram

done in Affinity diagram. Although, exact implementation of affinity dia-
gram was not possible as it was about one question only, the way was used
to still get better insight. Figure 5.4 provides a glimpse of the notes made
from the answers. The overall expectation of developers from UX team and
UX library quite matches with the ones found in interviews. More focus on
customers, more interaction with customers, more communication between
developers, designers about their work, documentation, and expectations of
developers from UX team related to UX matters, are the areas the answers
were around. Developers are looking for more support, usability improve-
ment of the application and for better look and feel of the application. The
third answer reflects that out of the total people who have responded, ap-
proximately 74% feels that they get support from the UX team.

Based on these combined findings of interviews and survey, the work
moved to next stage.
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5.4 Stage 4: Solution Design and Development

After gaining knowledge from company’s environment, systems and processes
and from the analysis of data collected through interviews, researcher entered
into implementation phase towards solving the issues found in the case de-
partment. Designing a design system was not the aim but improving the ex-
isting UX library was the main objective. The improvement was not needed
only in the code of the library but also in the processes established around to
understand, use, maintain and scale the overall system to improve the user
experience of the system internally and the experience of the users of the
application created by this case department of the company.

Researcher attended an internal conference in the company which hap-
pened during the thesis work. As a learning from the conference, practice of
attending morning agile daily meetups of different teams was started. The
idea behind was to understand ways of working of different development
teams, to improve communication between UX and other teams and to as-
sess what further work can be done to overcome the challenges found from
interview insights.

The first step taken in the work was moving the UX library to it’s own
project space. This was achieved with the help of Infrastructure team and
portal architect. The reason for this movement was to separate the presen-
tation layer from business logic. This improved in making the components
reusable and reduced plenty of code redundancy already. A multi-disciplinary
team was formed to develop this UX library layer as a microservice. Re-
searcher did this work as an on-job trainee along with support of other de-
velopers.

According to designs provided by Design Lead, the UX library was trans-
formed to have a different look and feel in this microservice. A roadmap was
created and it was analysed by the researcher that complete implementation
will go out of the thesis scope and time. Thus, it was sidelined from the thesis
work but in company the process continued and researcher participated as
much as possible. It was analysed and conveyed that this will be an iterative
ongoing work, similar to maintaining a living system. After analysing aca-
demic and practitioners’ literature, finding shortcoming regarding company’s
design system and case department white labelled service development, and
identifying requirements from interview insights, researcher developed a con-
ceptual framework which is described in Chapter 6.
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5.4.1 Takeaways for Prototype Implementation

Having said that, it is worth to mention the benchmarking features found
while studying the company’s design system. The design system of the com-
pany has gone through phases like a software product and is following an
iterative design thinking process towards it maturity roadmap. As (Curtis,
2016) says design system is like a living and evolving system (product) that
serve other products. It was found that the company also takes their design
system as a project when central team presented their updated design system
in the internal UX conference. Measuring UX quality and maturity metrics
are there in the process of the company. UX KPIs and UX GPRs are de-
fined in the company. Thus, they evaluation of the design and development
processes, design system and overall UX is measured in the company time to
time. Importance, knowledge and communication around UX, usability and
user research is encouraged.

The release version of design system reflects company’s strong efforts in
its UX strategy. The main design system is well defined, documented, main-
tained and improved. Company has established processes and practices.
Improvement in tools, data visualisation, accessibility, technology updates,
design and code contributions, demonstration and emphasis on effective com-
munication are a few of the factors which appraise the company’s successful
journey covered so far.

Now, considering the white labelled service development system, it is im-
portant to bring out the effective points of that system. The case department
has user research and usability tests available as context library for refer-
ence. The UX library used in the case department provide design guidelines,
visual language, prototype templates, component library code and styling,
etc. following component-based development supported with User Expe-
rience thinking mindset. The system is created where multiple customer
branding is handled. Defining and establishing processes and practices has
been a struggle in this department but continuous efforts are improving the
system. The UX library of the department is also like in "Work in Progress"
state.

The most important takeaway of bringing these main features of the two
systems is to reflect how they can complement each other to overcome the
gaps found in the study. The case department can consider the design system
as benchmark whenever improvements or new requirements are there. This
should be followed in general with all product and services developed by
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the company globally. This will not only solve the inconsistencies in user
interfaces but will also help in defining design and development standards
for both the company offered as well as white labelled products provided
by the company. Thus, the future focus can be on providing better user
experience globally in all products and services. Similarly, the central design
system can take the assets of the case department to include white labelled
system assets in their main design system and improve upon them instead of
creating from scratch. This way the central team will benefit all the teams
distributed globally which are working on white labelled products. This will
reduce huge amount of resource, cost and time which is now getting invested
as various departments are creating their systems from scratch as per the
needs of existing or new projects.

The finding and analysis motivated the researcher in designing a con-
ceptual framework to expand the component library, include existing design
system and adding additional components of the company’s processes and
practices which were scattered earlier. The framework is presented in detail
in the next chapter.



Chapter 6

UX Framework

The UX framework presented in this thesis is the synthesis of what has been
known, what has already existed or created but was not packaged well for
the benefit. With the knowledge base of existing literature and additional
empirical findings, researcher created this framework.

Based on the industry usage and findings of the research, the framework
suggests the following assets in a design system:

• Style Guide

• Pattern Library

• Branding Content

• Design Principles

• Interaction Style Guide

• Component Factory

• Data Visualisation

These are supported with well established processes and practices. The
system should integrate design and development in such a way that they
follow the cycles of development and iterations of improvement in synchro-
nisation. The practice of designing and then handing over for development
and no improvements in design should be discouraged. A user-centred design
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process should be defined according to the context. It must include design cy-
cles, implementation, review and testing of prototypes followed by real time
development. There should be collaborative guidelines on design and imple-
mentation developed in collaboration of developers, architects, designers and
end-users. Gap between development and design teams has been a pain point
from eternity. This framework proposes that collaboration between practices
and process of design teams and development teams. Although from technical
perspective these practices differ but customisation and search of common
points can be immensely helpful. Collaboration in designing and develop-
ment of components, reviewing them together from design and development
perspective, combination of usability and software testing and quality frame-
work testing the design as well as the code can also help in overcoming these
pain points.

The white-label column is the extension of the company’s design system
which takes existing design system as reference repository. For white label
services, the already created design system can be a benchmark. Thus, saving
efforts of reinventing the wheel every time for new white-labelled customer
or service.

Keeping in mind multi-platform and multi technology scenario, the con-
cept of design tokens (salesforce, 2019a) should be adapted and customised
as per the company’s requirements. Figure 6.1 gives and overall picture of
the framework. It presents and idea that how design system should get in-
fluenced by certain factors while it is developed, then used and maintained.
The presence of these factors all the time can help overcoming the problems
found during study, not only for the company but in general for any company
as these problems are common. The problem of user interface inconsistency
is the reason of birth of design system but this problem still exists. Thus,
design system still needs to mature to solve this problem.

Figure 6.2 provides the next maturity level of design system which defines
what assets it constitute, what practices and processes it should include and
how it can also support development of white-label services.
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual UX Framework Complementing Design System
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Figure 6.2: Proposed Design System

The additional supporting elements for development, maintenance and
scalability of the design system are proposed. The supporting elements in-
clude UX GPRs, KPIs, standards and maturity model, Context Library of
usability tests, and ways of working influenced and integrated by UX.

As found during research work, the case department’s UX team not only
test the application modules but also do usability at component level. This
gives an advantage to show the components to the customer at an initial
level and changes could be implemented at an early phase of design. This
also saves the effort that would have been spent in re-work (?). As observed,
usability tests confirmed the validity, testing and quality at component level
itself.

This UX model finally proposes the modifications the company’s need
in defining their ways of working. The companies should keep in mind the
organisation strategy as well as the design strategy when defining their or-
ganisational ways of working and departmental ways of working.

This is a basic conceptual UX framework in its first iteration phase. The
challenge is to use this framework as a basis for software development in
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different environments and evaluate its implications on design and develop-
ment environments. Further development, testing, evaluation and further
improvement can yield huge benefits for the industries. The scope of further
work was out of time scope of the thesis. Thus, future work is recommended
in the thesis supported with further research.

It is therefore imperative that design system is a package of different
elements. With the broad and innovative thinking and collaboration of en-
gineers and designers, design systems can scale to next level maturity under
the light of UX and UCD.

The next section discusses about the research work of the thesis and the
state of the art of design system in industrial world. The discussion opens a
roadmap for further research work needed in the field.



Chapter 7

Discussion

Rise of design systems is an attempt to make order out of chaos (Vesselov
and Davis, 2019). However, to deal with all the chaos, design system concept
needs to mature and define standards to deal with the issues and challenges
emerging in the software industries in terms of consistency, design thinking,
UX establishment, fast pace ever-changing technology. As Brad Frost has
said in his book (Frost, 2016), following Agile and being agile is different.
Similarly, adopting culture of having design system because of trend and
creating one as per your own needs is different.

Going back to Hevner’s (Hevner et al., 2004) model, the thesis work has
covered various aspects of that model and touched different areas to various
levels. The research work analysed the environment, assessing the state-of-
the-art of design system through the literature review and knowledge base of
researcher helped in selecting and executing the methodologies.

The research work reflects design system is a packaging of different el-
ements of software world as per the needs of the industrial environment in
the right time. Systems, processes and practices, standards and models have
existed in software engineering world. HTML, CSS, and other technologies
to support, testing strategies, frameworks and libraries have already existed.
Design process and principles have been playing their role in development
world. The beginning of design system concept focused on the design aspect
and later with more evolution, it started scaling to different areas.

Design systems cover the missing gaps or loop holes which were missing
towards creating products and applications which are user-centred, solve the
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desirable problem, are usable passing the heuristic rules and sustainable.
The different assets of the design system have existed in software world and
design world (Madsen, 2017). The need of the time was to collaborate them
together which brought the concept of design system in highlights.

This section will present the limitations of the study and the recommen-
dations for the company to reach the desirable maturity of design system.
The future contribution of this work will also be discussed in brief. The
contribution of this study is two fold.

First, it evaluates how a company can develop it’s design system to deal
with White-Label services. which demands different branding and styling but
still requires consistency and fast pace balanced and fashioned development
of ever growing requirements. The empirical work foundation and a set of
guidelines and practices will eventually take the Design System to such level
that it will facilitate work for customer branded products as well.

Second, this thesis proposes a conceptual UX Framework from which
practitioners can advance in their organisation’s work and future practices.
This framework facilitates to bring design thinking mindset revolution to
combine with agile and lean. These two concepts have provided disruptive
innovation to the software development. Now is the time to combine with
design. There are books, articles, talks and research work going around to
combine agile, lean and design. Design system have yet not been defined in
the academic world. No ISO standards or similar perspectives exist for Design
System. There is a need for thoroughly researched and static reference.
This thesis and similar works aim to provide such academic recognition and
advancement to design system in future.

7.1 Limitations of the study

• The thesis covers concepts which creates a master’s thesis research
work, so the researcher needs to keep in mind to limit the scope of every
concept. Branding, multi-branding, expansion of component library,
establishment of web-based design tokens to remove technology and
framework dependency are such examples.

• Considering the time limitation of the thesis work and two folds of the
thesis, the second fold is a progressive work which can be justified from
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job point of view rather than research point of view.

• The researcher while working on second fold of thesis found that the
interview questions needed to be improved which can be taken as rec-
ommendation for the researcher in future work. The issues find in
interviews need to iterate interviews by different sampling of people.
The interviews should be done with more developers as one sample,
designers as one sample, management as one sample and interviews
from central team of the company. This will provide better insights
and verification of solutions proposed in first iteration.

• Iterations with design and implementation of conceptual UX framework
is the biggest limitation this thesis could not cover in. The framework
need to be applied and tested in real environments. This framework can
be inspired further by the four pillars concept presented by (Shneider-
man et al., 2009),in context of successful user-interface development.

The four pillars can be studied in detail in context to design system
and current industrial state and can provide improvement insights to
develop the framework better.

7.2 Recommendations for the company

As found from the study that company has their design system as a project
which they are improving and updating with time as per needs and require-
ments. This study provides an additional perspective. As seen from first
fold, the company’s design system is not mature enough to support white-
label service development. Figure 7.2 gives a view about how the company
can scale its design system to support more projects, especially white-label
services.

When researcher entered in the participant phase of the research pro-
cess they she realised that the central UX team and the department’s UX
team don’t have continuous communication or feedback loop. Secondly the
researcher found that the company’s design system does not provide any
assets to any of its departments to develop white label services. Although
work is in progress for this step, but the company needs to be careful as the
company’s different departments are creating their own component libraries
from scratch to develop their white label services. All in all, the researcher
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Figure 7.1: The Four pillars of successful user-interface development.
(Shneiderman et al., 2009)
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Figure 7.2: Proposal for maturity of Design System to support development
of White Labelled Services

proposes to consider the conceptual framework provided in the study and let
the researcher progress in her further implementation, evaluation and testing
phase to make this framework more valid.

7.3 Future Work

The thesis contributed for defining processes and practices in design system
mainly in development of white labelled services, then providing a general-
isation scaling the usage of design systems. The thesis has provided a con-
ceptual UX Framework. The framework needs to pass through the process
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of iterations of user-centred design process. And then testing and validating
its usability, usefulness and scalability with internal users, mainly designers
and developers using it to create products and services. Further, measur-
ing the success of integrated basic assets of design system with processes
and practices and extending the white labelled service block, through the
user experience of the end users in using the application created using this
framework.

There is a huge scope of research on the concept of design systems to
explore the potential. This study measured the potential using the case of
white-labelled service. The findings defined the practices needed to bring
better implementation and operational aspect of design system. Bringing
standardisation and maturity models, can extend the application of design
systems to more areas benefiting the users of design system and end users of
the products created using those design systems by enjoying a fantastic user
experience.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this section, implications of results and analysis of this research work is
summarised in accordance with the research questions.

Research Question 1 How can the vendor’s own design system
support the development of white-label services?

As can be seen from the literature review and research work in the com-
pany, practitioner’s world or the company has not provided detailed attention
towards providing a design system which can support white labelled service
development. As said by ? design system is a living system/product, which
serves other products. The research work reflects that it not only serves other
products, but it serves people also. It is like a Human-Centred system deal-
ing with interfaces, people, principles, strategies (Section 2.4). It provides
collaboration, improves communication, guides design and development by
providing documented guidelines, and acts a framework with libraries to ease
the design and implementation of a product or service (Section 2.4).

The case department’s UX library is a strong example of designing and
developing a white labelled service. The decisions as learned from the his-
tory of the case department, reflects how design decisions were taken to serve
multiple customers with less effort and consistent look and feel providing a
fantastic user experience. The limitations found in the department was from
the collaboration differences between design and development teams. As
proposed in the conceptual UX Framework by the researcher, the collabora-
tion between processes, practices and ways of working can bring tremendous
positive change in the work.
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Research Question 1a: What does a design system consists of?

Through the knowledge gained from existing literature and through prac-
tical research work around design system, it can be concluded that design
system is a living project which is yet to go through maturity state. The state
of the art of the design system consists of Style guide(s), Pattern Library,
Component Library, Branding Content, Principles and Strategy and Usabil-
ity. The design system need to continuously develop and update itself keeping
UX and UCD principles around it. Design System should not be platform
or technology dependent. It should consists of concepts like design tokens
so that projects using different programming languages and framework still
can keep the main design system as benchmark. To support development of
white-label services, design system should consist guidelines, rules, principles
and assets for white-label service development too. The overall structure of a
design system should stand around the conceptual UX framework proposed
in Chapter 6. With time, the UX framework should improve and mature
with verification and evaluation around users, and so does the design system
which the UX framework can complement to.

Research Question 1b: What practices and processes are in-
cluded in design systems?

The basic design and development principles defined in software engineer-
ing world hold their place as it is in design system too. The implementation
and adoption of those principles depends on type of projects they are used in.
The main principles and processes are described in literature review (Chap-
ter 3). The additional principles and processes of design system depends
upon the project, design system is used for and organisation’s own princi-
ples and strategies. As learned from the company’s design system, there is
a main team representing centralised model of development supported by
people from different projects in company representing distributed model of
design system development. Different projects’ teams contribute to design
system development as per their own requirement but central team follow a
review process to decide and define what asset need to develop, and where
to place it and whether the work contributed by team should be included as
it is in main design system or should be customised. Similar process con-
cept can be followed in general in design system, no matter what kind of
company is using it. Also, as seen in white-label service development, the
design system should include processes where such requirements could be
handled through a central repository. The design system principles should
try to combine designers and developers common principles and processes to
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provide collaborative environment for these two disciplines. This will result
in products and services with better usability and overall user experience, as
learned from the case department study in the thesis work. The development
of system which will create products and services should also be user-centric.

Research Question 1c: What are the benefits of a design system
for white-label services?

As learned from thesis work, there is no need to reinvent the wheel of de-
sign system for developing white-label services. The existing design system
can act as benchmark for white-label services and additional customisation
can be added to design system in its white-label service asset (as proposed
in UX framework). The benefits can be seen from the case department’s
study. The agreement with customers about branding the service should be
kept in starting of any white-label service development as the case company
did. The rules and guidelines should be agreed with customer and documen-
tation and communication of this agreement should be made before design
and development work starts. A well-defined component library developed
around these rules and guidelines can support the development of a service
branded in different names. The concept of re-usability, less code redundancy
and consistent user interfaces can be easily achieved in white label service
development also by using central assets defined in a design system. The
overall work reflects that design system can ease the work of white-label ser-
vice development in the same way as design system’s are doing for company
branded projects also. Few additional customisation added to design system
for white-label service can reduce huge amount of efforts and provide best
possible user experience not only for users of service but also for creators of
the service using a design system supporting white-label service.

Research Question 2: What is the experience of developers in
using a Design System?

As seen from the interview insights that opinion in interpreting the field
of UX and understanding importance of design differs between designers and
developers at significant level. At the same time, there is an effort from
both the disciplines to empathise with other and synchronise in work. With
this insight, it can be said that developers are making efforts to understand
the concept of design system. Design systems have been mainly designed
keeping designers in mind and front-end developers. The full support for
development is still lacking, as can be seen from literature review and thesis
work analysis. The design system is providing support for developers at some
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level of design, patterns, styling and components. But there is a need to
consider development practices, architectural understanding and technical
aspects of development also to support developers better through design
system, as proposed in UX Framework in Chapter 6. And, keeping in mind
the end user, will not only help the end user get better product, but will help
developers to create products and services solving the right problem.

Of course, a centralised system of assets help developers from re-usability,
less redundancy, and consistent user interfaces. As suggested in UX frame-
work, influence of UX, usability testing, UCD process and standards, a design
system can bring in best practices of software engineering automatically in
developer’s work to support them and bring good user experience in their
work.

2a:How does a design system support developers in their work?

As a system the company’s central UX team as well as department’s UX
team provide their people useful, usable, quality framework to ease their work
in developing production services but many challenges were found by the re-
searcher. They were related to communication between the central UX team
and globally distributed development units, as well as lack of communica-
tion between those department’s design and development teams. It is found
that centralised UX team is improving their design system progressively, the
design principles, UX strategy and guidelines of the central UX should be
documented in such a way that they can be used as a reference and can be
customisable to a certain extent. As learnt from the developers of the case
department, more documentation and letting developers also to interact with
the end customer to understand the requirements better is needed. There
should be COP for UX team as well along with more demos and knowledge
sharing sessions. There should be a trans-disciplinary team where develop-
ers, architects, UX personal and everyone should be closely working from
project kick off till delivery. As this could be challenging for huge project
having many teams, therefore, each team should have one representative to
participate in this trans-disciplinary team, this representative can act as a
communication bridge between design and development environment. The
same applies to the UX team also.

Thus, keeping in mind these takeaways and developing a design system
keeping UX Framework in mind, can support developers quite well in their
work.
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Research Question 2b: How to collaborate between design and
development practices?

Design and development come from different school of thoughts but design
and development work in collaboration to develop a product or service. So,
the design and development teams should sit and brainstorm to find a match
between processes and practices. Those matching processes and practices
should be documented to be followed mutually. The conflicting practices
and processes should be resolved and the design and development practices
not impacting each and other can be followed in their own domain.

The conceptual UX Framework is the main theoretical contribution of
this thesis. Design System can be considered as an environment which if
supported with mindset oriented by User-Centred Design Process, can result
in providing the software industry to bring amazing experience to its users.
This UX Framework complements design system. Iterative development and
implementation of this UX Framework to different contexts in future can
make design system to scale to next generation maturity.
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Appendix A

Interview Design for designer

• Please share about your work profile.

• What are your responsibilities in the project you are working on cur-
rently?

• How has your experience been on establishing UX understanding in an
engineering environment?

• The project you are working on involves a service development which
is customer branded. This doesn’t involve company’s DS. Could you
explain how you manage brand and style requirements in the web ap-
plication you are designing and developing?

• How has company’s DS helped you in the current project you are work-
ing on?

• Do you communicate with customers on their requirements issues?

• Are developers involved in your work cycle when you understand re-
quirements and design the prototypes?

• What’s your vision on UX library?

• What kind of challenges you face in your work environment regarding
being the only designer mindset in this huge development environment?

• What is your vision or goal you would like to achieve regarding design
and UX in your company?

• Any other ideas and suggestions you would like to comment about?
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Appendix B

Interview Design for developer

• Please share about your work profile in company

• What are your roles and responsibilities in your team currently?

• How was your on-boarding experience in this project? (to be asked
only from the new developer)

• How is your experience with the project’s pattern/component library/UX
library?

• Have you contributed to the library? When and what? If not, why?

• How do you get updated about changes or new features in UX library?

• How is your experience with the UX library?

• How is your experience in communicating with the UX team?

• You communicate with the UX team?

• What problems you face with the UX library?

• How you get updated if other team has updated/contributed or devel-
oped a new component or pattern as part of the project?

• Do you attend the CoP meetings involving UX? Why or why not?

• Suggestions for overcoming the problems you have faced or are facing
regarding UX library and communication with UX team?
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Appendix C

Interview Design for software ar-
chitect

• Please share about your work profile

• What are your responsibilities in the project you are working on cur-
rently?

• How do you feel about designer-developer relationship that you have
currently in your project?

• What are the main challenge that you have faced if you have ever
interacted with the UX team? Did you find any challenges in explaining
them about the terminology?

• Can you elaborate what is design system?

• Have you ever contributed in creating UX library and have you ever
used it?

• Does UX library influence your work?

• What improvement do you think is needed in UX library?

• How does CoP helps in your work? What CoPs do you attend?

• Do you attend CoPs involving UX team?

• Any other ideas and suggestions regarding the challenges you face in
your work?
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Survey Questions
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Figure D.1: Survey Question 1
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Figure D.2: Survey Question 2

Figure D.3: Survey Question 3
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Figure E.1: Survey Answer 1
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Figure E.2: Survey Answer 1
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Figure E.3: Survey Answer 1
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Figure E.4: Survey Answer 2
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Figure E.5: Survey Answer 2

Figure E.6: Survey Answer 3
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